
ACTIVATION AND CLARlFYlNG PROPERTIES OF 
FU 'S EARTH-PART I .  

INTRODUCTION. 

Fuller's earth is a name given to a variety of clay-like materials, 
which are known from ancient times to possess in common the property 
of removing grease and dirt and hence used by fullers for cleansing 
woollen goods. In recent years, the earth has become a product of 
great comnlercial importance, fiilcling use for a variety of purposes, 
viz., for cleansing cloths, scouring yarns and fine dyed woollen goods, 
refining vegetable and mineral oils, grease and lard, for the manufac- 
ture of pigments, for printing wall-papers and for use in certain toilet 
preparations. I t  is a substance of world-wide distribution as can be 
seen from the bibliography of the .vvorlcl's clay deposits compiled by 
Ries (Jmir .  Am. Cerain. Society, 1925, 8-4, 428-570). Although 
until recently the industry was confined mainly to the English and 
American earths, it has now rapidly developed in other countries, 
for instance, Germany, Italy, Japan and Russia. In India, no system- 
atic study has yet been made of the possibility of developing the 
industry although, as we have found, some of the Indian earths are 
as good as English or American earths, either in their original con- 
dition or after a suitable treatment in some cases. Extensive deposits 
occur at Jaipur,* Jodhpur,$ Jaisalmer in Rajputana, near Jubbalporc 
in the Central Provinces,; Hyderabad (Sincl), Mysore,* Kolhapur 
and Bhawanagar. Deposits are also reported a t  Bikaner (Oldham, 
Gcol. Szw. India Rccnrrls. 1886, 19, 160), in Khairpur State (Fermer, 
Gcol. Szir. India Records, 1935 68, 30.11, at  Kapuli (Rajaputana) 
(La Touche, Geol. Szrr. India Mc?iroirs, 1911, 35, 331, Khirthar 
beds (Sind) and in the SuIeman Range (Blanford, Gcol. Sur. India 
Memoivs, 1880, 17, 140). The industry is as yet undeveloped and ;: 
many of these deposits remain commercially unexploited. The \ l  
following table surveys the prodtlction of fuller's earth a t  the 
major deposits during the period 1924 to 1928 [Clegg, Gcol. 

* These deposits have now been exhausted. 
The deposits in Jodhpur State are very rich, producing three kinds of earths: 

(1) bentonite from Hati-ki-Dhani, (2) Fuller'searth from Dip-ki-Dhani and 
(3) Fuller's earth from Kapurdi. The first two are probably of Jurassic age 
and the last-named is found overlying Barmer Sandstone of Cretaceous age. 

7 These deposits occur in the Murwara Tahsil and overlie Sin~estone of the lower 
Vindhyan range. They are mined by Mews.  G. H. Cwk & $on$ of Katni, 
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Sl!r. I~rtiia Kccordlr, 1930, 68, 304). The outputs have been sporadic 
;in<? c~nsiirnpd mostly locally. The latest available figure for fuller's 
eartl~ 2nd a!lied clay imports is Rs. 80,355 during the year 1929. If. 
I~i.~-twver, the extensi\-e nature of the Indian deposits and their quality 
are takuii iuto conderatinn, there is no reason why any fuller's earth 
shonld bc inlported at  all. 

l:u;ier's earth occurs in bccls in sedimentary rocks belonging to 
r.ariuus gerrlrgical periods ranging from the Silurian to the Eocene. , . i hr n:,tnrc. c1f formation of these deposits is still a mattcr of specula- 
!inn. ?'he gerhgists have, however, azreed that while liaolinitic clays 
are r!eriied from ielspnthic rocks, the original source of the sedi- 
nlrr,tary materia1 which has been transformer1 into fuller's earth was 
such basic ruck as amphibole, augite, hornblende, etc. According- to 
nnt t!?rciry, the sedirncntnry deposits destined to be fuller's earth were 
dqxxittd ~mrallel to the anrient shore lines in st~allow seas a11d in the 
a a nllose beds subsecluently underwent continetltal 
s~ibsitlmces 2nd elevations. When the major oscillations were con- 
cinilt~1 resulting in the shift of the shore lines, incessant surface ant1 
sth-surface erosions have materially chan~ed  the nature of the beds, 
wrtia?!arly time situated near about the unclergrotmd water level. 
1: i.- .I.Y th:lt thcie deposits vl-hic?~ are relatively little overburrlened 
nnrl situated near about the underground water level are tlle best 
for hlcnrhinx :mrposes, while surface deposits found on high hills 
nre I~nl l : :  chanced into Ritlt sand and siliceous rocks, and thosP 



underneath the present water level have remained unactivated due to 
the inlpervious nature of the hartl-pans and are therefore of an 
inferior c!uality. t2ctivation is supposed to be erfected due to percola- 
tion of surface swamp waters charged with ax-silico-h~nuic acids and 
sulphuric acid derived fram ~narcasite and pyrites; bnt in the light 
of recent investigations, there is no doubt that exchange reactiuns 
h a w  played an irnportant part in the undergrountl activation of 
these cleposits. 

Despite the importance of ft~ller's earth from the i~iclustrial and 
the theoretical points of view, the ideas expressed in literature as to 
the mechanism of activation and the clarifying action of fuller's earth 
and allied clays are diverse in the estreme. Menard mil  h'lellory 
( C l ~ 7 1 t .  G. Mct. Etzg., 1922, 26, 1074) speak of the mechanical and 
electrical properties of the fuller's earth as responsible for its bleaching 
action. The esplanation given by Eenedict ( J .  Oil 6 Pnr Iild., 1925, 
2, 62) that ftdler's earth first promotes oxidation of the colloidal 
matter and then absorbs the residue, has been questioned by Kutzelnigg 
(A. Bcv., 1930, 6 3 3 ,  1763) on the ground that osidising action by 
a material with a large specific surface is entirely dependent on the 
adsorbed osygen and would not, therefore, account for the difference 
of behaviour between fuller's earth and other adsorbents such as 
charcoal. Amongst those supporting atlsorption, there is no unani- 
mity regarding the nature of adsorption and the precise laws 
governing it. Thus, according to Sloan (Sox Ca. Gcol. Swzvj~, 1904, 
59-61), removal of colouring matter is simply mechanical, entangling 
of the suspended colour particles, while Kobayashi and \ramamoto 
(J. Soc. Chewt. I d .  Japafb, 1930, 33, 428) find that adsorption pro- 
ceeds quantitatively according to the Freundlich forn~ula. Haseman 
( J .  Phgs. C~CITZ. ,  1929, 33, 1514), on the otlter hand, discredits any 
explanation based on adsorption; but attributes the bleaching power 
of the earth to the solid pectoid disilicic acid and its anhydride present 
in the earth, which are supposed to precipitate the colour-compounds. 

The diversity of views can be partly attributed to the fact that 
fuller's earth varies greatly in its properties and no two deposits seem 
to be exactly alike. I t  is possible, nevertheless, to classify the theories 
which have been put forward to explain the activation and bleaching 
properties of the earth into three main groups, -,ia., ( I )  theories 
giving prominence to chemical composition of the earth, (2) theories 
of adsorption, and (3) the recently suggested theory of the zeolitic 
nature of fuller's earth, based on its structural composition. While 
adsorption may play an important part in bleaching action, what is 
responsible for activation as well as clarification by these earths, is 
their behaviour as hydrogen zeolite as shown by 11s (Kulkarni and 
Jatkar, Czwrewt Sciewc. 1936, 5, 18). 



CHEMICAL COMFPOSIY~ON. 

porier's ( u, S. ~ ~ ~ 1 .  s!IP;,L.~ Bitll., 1907, No. 315, 268) s~~ggestion 
that there might a t~.&&fined relationship between the rational 
cunlE,osititm of these earths an<! the class of colouring matters which 
a given earth removes most efticiently, has brought forth a consider- 
able alnollnt analytical data on the subject. Minerologically, 
fuller's earths appear to he mixtures, some resembling Kaolinite 
: ~ ~ ~ C ) : J . ~ S ~ O X ~ H K I  and may, according to Breithaupt (1841), be 
suppjsed to contain smectite, A1~03.7Si0~. 12H2O and A l e 0 ~ .  7Si02. 
6N2Q as the primary constituents. The first anai~sis was made by 
T. I3ergman ( Stuchholm 1780). Analytical values have been subse- 
cpe~ztly reported by various authors (Mellor, Comprchrizsi?~c Treatisc 
on Inorganic arid Tl~coriticnl Chonisfr~: 1925, 6,  496). The 
results range from 44.00-72.00 per cent. SiOn, 5.00-33.35 AlzOa, 
4.89-21.95 H.0, 1 .2614.87 Fe.08, 0.33-7.40 CaO, 0.43-4.35 
MgO, alkalies 0.4S.i. OQ with small amounts of organic matter, SOs, 
P2Oa and TiOz. The che~nical conq~osition thus varies widely and is 
in fact no guide to the comtnercial value of the material. The varia- 
tions sometimes are so great that analysis alone does not determine 
whether a partic~lar clay is to be classed as fuller's earth. However, 
a low dica-alumina ratio and high water-content are admitted by 
many, althrugh the sf-nificpnce of these characteristics of fuller's 
earth in activation an clarification is interpreted differently. Roth 
Ries iA11r1. Re). U.S. Geol. Sw., 1896, 17, 880) and Porter (loc. 
c i f . )  consider a series of hydrous aluminium silicates as the base of 
the frtller's earth but the latter anthor doubts if the bleaching property 
is entireEp due to this. Little significance is attached to the siiica- 
alumina ratio, except that it controls the plasticity of the material 
i belo:v 3 for non-plastic and above 6 for plastic) (Joseph and Hancock. 
I. Chcrn. Soc., 1924, 125, 1881, but hydrated silica is considered 
to be essential for conferring the bleaching properties. Treat- 
ment with acids is believed to increase the hydration by converting 
the silicates into the various hydrosilicic acids which react with the 
nitrogen compounds of the colouring matter. The presence of such 
silicic acids is denied by Ekkart (Ckeim. Ze~z,tor, 1927, 1, 2615) who 
does not find free silicic acids in the waste liquors from the treatecl 
fuHer's earth, while Welds (2. Aftyew. Ckcnz., 1927, 40, 7982) 
attributes the increased activity of the treated earth to the solution 
of a p r t  af the alumina and iron oxide, principally the former, result- 
ing m a highly porous mass with an extensive surface. It is not, 
however, made clear why the increased activity consequent on treat- 
nlealt with acid should be so pronounced in the case of fullerJs eartll 
and be absent in ordinary clays. 



ABSORPTlON THEORY. 

The large surface offered by fuller's earth and its action in 
removing colours and dyes from oils and liquors broug-ht forth the 
obvious suggestion that adsorption ought to explain clarifying 
properties as in the case of adsorbents like charcoal (lor. cit.). The 
subject has been discussecl by Herr  (FuUcr's Ear-tlz, Mineral 
Resources Bureau, L o ~ ~ l o n ,  1924), Gilpin (Amcr .  Chcnt. Jour., 1910, 
44, 251), Gurvitsch (Jorw. Rrm.  Phys. C F I C ~ .  Soc., 1915, 47. 827), 
Wessen (Mill. Eng. Jo~crgi., 1917, 37, 667), Richert (Joicm. Eng. 
Chem,  1917, 9, 599), Vollerston (Cotto11 Oil P ~ c s s ,  1919, 2,  37) 
and others. Much stress appears to be laid on the fact that adsorp- 
tion by fuller's earth f o l l o ~ ~ ~ s  the Freundlich isotherm. ,4s pointed out 
by Fisher (Tram.  Far. Sor., 1922, 17-11. 310) the Freuncllich 
equation is purely an  empirical one and by altering the constants 
involved a series of curves can be obtained which will fit nearly any 
set of experimental data with the desired accuracy. 

Arlsorption in fuller's earth can arise mainly on account of two 
factors : ( 1 ) colloidal nature (neutralisation of charge) and 
( 2 )  porosity (capillary action). Fuller's earth, containing particles of 
all grades, must necessarily contain a certain proportion of colloiclal 
matter. Our experiments on deflocculation with different earths, 
however, show that the portion of fuller's earth is generally very 
small and in the case of coarse-grained earths, insignificant. Two 
different earths having the same decolourising- efficiency have been 
found to  have different degrees of deflocculation. Furthermore, as 
Haseman (lor. cit.) has pointed out, it is possible to decrease the 
proportion of colloidal matter in any particular earth and yet retain 
its bleaching power intact. The assun~ption that clarification is 
solely due to the neutralisation of the electric charges contained in 
this small proportion of the coIloidal matter is untenable. In the 
first place, the amount of matter removed, is much greater than 
can be accounted for in this way; secondly, in non-aqueous media 
such as  oil, the colouring matter and dissolvecl dyestuffs are 
not electrically charged. Benke (Sorechsaol, 1920, 53, 490) 
mentions that in aqueous media one gram of kaolin removes 0.0169 
gm. of copper oxide from a solution of 4% copper sulphate. 0.077 PI. 
of ammonia from ammonium chloride, 0.373 gm. of barium from 
barium chloride and 0.075 gm. of aluminium from aluminium sul- 
phate from N/10 solutions. Removal of such large quantities even 
by kaolin (which generally contains a greater proportion of colloidal 
matter than fuller's earth) cannot be explained without assuming 
chemical actions. Our deflocculation experiments further show that 
activation does not change the amount of colloidal matter, for the 
degree of deflocculation remains practically the same before as after 
activation. 



Sor  can adsorption bc explained on the ground of porosity. 
ziltlltrug]~ ill the case of the zcolitic structures it can aHord sllrplus 
sp;~ce for the reacting ccinstituents and an extensive area for the 
cxchalltr:e Xcti~-atcd hcntonite, halloysite and itldianitc have 
greater slwcilic gravity and less porosity than fuller's earth, but show 
grt.:l;cr bleaching l-;r,.rTer i:1 lubricating oils. If fuller's earth is fused 
xviih socliur:~ carbonate, the silicon and aluminiunl contents separated 
and reprecipitated with acid under suitable conditions, the product 
clbtained gives a better bleach than the original carth, although less 
porous. 

!\dsorption as such, either selectire or general, therefore see~lis 
to be of little significance in the reactions of these earths escept in 
cases ~vljere the carth is extremely finely divided and contains all 
e11c.11-mous anmunt of colloidal matter. 

ZEOLITE THEORY. 

Jt~vesti~ations on the acidity and base-exchange pheuomena in 
5iil.i have nuw definitely established the zeolite nature of soils. The 
ide:i czrn be pr~ditably bc~rrowed for application to fuller's earth to 
espklain its activation and clarifying properties. As early as in 1907 
Parsons j.?ni!r. dmcr. Chcm. Soc., 1907, 19. 598: U. S. Bzwcau 
of Xi~zrs  Bidl., 1913, 71) pointed out that the American eartlss are 
almost generally very acid in reaction as tested by the regular methods 
used for soils. hut still they contain no free acid. Ries (Clays, their 
Orciirrci~n:, Propcvtics nizd Uscs, 1914, 518) also mentions that 
acidity rrf fuller's earth is a direct measure of its absorptive capacity 
for many substances. More icccntly, Whitney (Rogue: Colloiciill 
R~'l~z:-iiiirr. XcGraw Hill, 1921, 2, 168) in discmsing the colloid 
chemistry of soils has sugg-ested that zeolite-like compounds might 
accour,; for certain reactions that cannot be explained on the basis 
of surface phenomena. 

It is well known that when a mixture of earth (containing no 
free acid or alkalij and water is filtered, the filtrate appears to be 
rpite neutral to such indicators as phenolpthalein but if a mixture 
of the earth and a suitable salt solution is similarly treated, the clear 
filtrate will be acid to these indicators. This appears to be.a charac- 
teristic of all the fuller's earths we have examincd and the property 
Fecorncs more pronounced if the earth is previously trcatecl with acids. 
This apparent acidity without the presence of any free acid, its direct 
relation to the absorptive power of the earth and an increase in that 
yaw-er b y  acid treatment can be correlated by postulating that fuller's 
earth is nlainly composed of hydrogen zeolites and that the zeolitic 
p r o ~ r : ? ~  increases by treatment with acids. The clarifying action 
is pritnarily due to reaction between the exchangeable hydrogen and 



the colouring matter resulting in con~pounds which are either colour- 
less or get precipitated and removed along with the earth during 
filtration (cf. Kulkarni and Jatkar, loc. cit.). 

A strong support to the above postulate is obtained from the 
works of W. and D. rlsch (Silicates in Che~nistry aqtd Commc~cc, 
Constable and Co., London. 1913) who have discussed at  length the 
structure and constitution of the zeolitic alumino-silicates in the light 
of their hexite-pentite theory of the silicates. On the basis of this 
theory, fuller's earth can be reg-arded as consisting of a mixture of 
salts including normal, basic, acid or mixed salts, which, in the sim- 

,'\ 
/ 

plest form can have the following structilres wherein v;) stands 

for 6S i02  and 41 stands for 3.41,0,. 0 

Na H H Na Na Na Na Na 

CaOIl- 

Na i H Na 
I I 

Na Na Na Na 

Acid salt Basic salt 

Clarke's zeolites are represented on thc basis of this theory, as 
follows :- 

Clarke's formula for Laumonlite multiplied by 3/2 gives 
6H,O-3Ca0-3A1203.1 2Si0, .6H20 



iin7il;Lrj\. c!;ir-lii.qs i;,rla:ula icir liycll-cmc1,lielite n~ultiplied by 4 gives 
~~a,~)~~M.,0~h~tiIO~,~I-3Si0~~I?I~10 

v., 11 

.1? II& 

13 H H Na 

Tilc Ix,-qE'i-'rtie:: ,,f fuiler's earth can be accountecl for on the 
i,aSis tl?at earti, is !Iritnarily a misturc of zeolite salts of structures 
.;iiililar t , ,  tll,,se given nbo~e. It .ivill he obscrvcd that such a ~ n i x t ~ ~ r e  
i s  c:~l,;~blt. i > T  ccasitierable irregularity a i d  the atomic groupings, while 
retaini12p 13eir zecditic strncture, are capable of great variation 
iiqbe.fidi:ic ;in  ti-,^ vnicncies of the atoms forming them and the 
;ret&siricaI hizrory oi the dei~osit in which they occur. Neither micro- 
iciiijic rz~n~inar i i  nos mere analysis \\-ill therefore rlisting-uish fullcr's 
c x r h  inrrn u:her- clays. 

.kid earths can be cocsidered as containing an excess of acid 
salts, anti basic earths as containing a larger proportion of the basic 
salts. 'hw s?r~~ctt~rc!: also explain very satisfactorily the activation 
tjf the. earth by ti-carn~ent with acids. The side-atoms about the silicon 
and aluminirm hexagons arc capable of considerable reactivity and 
*..;c'-,~.-.~i.-~J,iiitv. .. .As>.. r. - I (  Activation by acid then simply consists in loading 
the sir-nc:~?ml ~nioleculc with replaceable hydrog-en atoms to the extent 
consistcnr with the stability of the structure. 

.A iiecper insight into these structures is obtained from the 
crystailnyraphic studies of the silicates by Bragg (Tmi~s .  Par. 
SOC., 1920, 25, 291'). IIis investigations reveal that silicates are 
n:atle up i d  ions which act as impregnable spheres with characteristic 
diaructers. ?'he .sinall but highly charged Si and A1 ions are surmund- 
cd by friur or six oxygen ions forming tetrahedrons or octahedrons, 
of which the aluminium siiicates are considered to be built up. These 
may !x in either closed or open packing. The nature of packing will 
no c h b t  play an important part in the reactivity of the crystals. The 
open packed systems (which are obtained in zeolites) present the 
pattern of alternating- alutniniutn and silicon tetrahedra with surplus 
space for the "mntlering constituents" (Jaeger, Tral1.s. Far. Sot., 
1929. 25, 320). They can thus be considered to have more 
porosity Bin the sense mentioned by Welds, lor. cit .)  tha l~  alumina 
or silica. which are systems with closed packing and do not permit 
i tow tn enter the crystal I n  account of the architectural arrangement 
r t f  the oxygen atoms. Phis distinguishes fnller's earth which is 
mainly comjmed of open-packed zcolitic structures fro111 the ordinary 
clays in which systems xith closed packing predominate, 



I t  is also interesting to consider the water-conicnt of these 
earths, the effect sf heat thercon and the consecjucnt changes 
in the propertics of t??ese bodies. \Vatel- may he jjwsent in 
these bodies either as "n.ater of crysta!lizationn or "water of 
constitution", the later hring acid or base \rater. 'l'he acid water 
may be o l  various kinds: part of the hydroxyl groups may be united 
to aluminium herite or pentite, the remainder to the silicon hexite 
or pentite, or the hydroxyl group may be united through another 
metallic radicle lilc Na, Ca or Nt1-i ,forming basic water. As Serle 
( T h e  Clzcwzixtry a d  Plzysirs of C1o.y~. 1924, 336) has pointed out, 
the zeolitic structnres arc charactcrised as having large number of 
(OH) and ( H )  groups which may be considered to form the water 
of constittltion in addition to water of crystallization. This explains 
the high watel- content of fuller's earth and the allied clays. \Velds 
iloc. el f . )  h:s given special attention to the action of heat on fuller's 
earth ai  val-lous temperatures and has tried to correlate the loss of 
water ancl the amount of soluble aluminium iron oxides in samples of 
earths heated for definite perids at temperatures up to 1000°C. His 
observations are consistent with the zeolitic conception. The progres- 
sive loss of water is usually interlxeted as strongly supporting 
the colloidal nature of the earth, bat as Welds' rcsults show this loss 
is not so rep~larly progressive as is found, for instance, in the case of 
gels. I t  must also be remembered that the earth consists of a number 
of hydrated crystals, about the vapour pressrrre of which, no systerna- 
tic study has yet been made. The water-content of earths and clays 
is an important problem in soil-chemistry and its study is bound to 
throw further light on the structures of these earths. For the present 
XI-e can safely assume that in the case of zeolitic structures, the 
molecules by heat-treatment will lose the (OH) groups together with 
the reactive ( H )  gronps and thus the reactivity of the earth which 
depends on the more reactive (H) groups will suffer. With pro- 
longed heating, the molecules may ultimately break down resulting 
in a loss of water ancl an increase in the oside-content. 

A detailed study of the decolourising action and activation of the 
fuller's earth by acids based on the zcolitic theory will be published 
in Part  11. 
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